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Here is what you need to do:

1. Go to the library on campus {the actual building}

2. Look around...this will take time.

3. Find FOUR books that relate to your contemporary artist, that you could possibly use in your 
research. Not all of your artists will have a book about them, so you will need to consider 
materials, formal themes, conceptual themes as well as broad topics that could be helpful in your 
research.

4. Take a creative SELFIE with ONE of the books that you find at the library. Consider composition, 
perspective, library background, lighting & how much of you will be in the picture plane. 

5. Write down all relevant bibliography information about each book. You may choose to check out 
the books, but it is not required. 

6. Post your selfie on the wall of the WASH facebook page. Title your posts with the title LIBRARY 
SELFIE, your name, crew and your contemporary artist’s name {first and last name}.Selfies must 
be posted on the WASH facebook page by 10pm on Sunday, November 6th.

7. Create a typed bibliography, using CHICAGO STLYE format. Correctly list all FOUR of your 
library books in the bibliography, this will require that you review the Chicago Style bibliography 
format.

8. EMAIL a PDF version of your typed, correctly formatted Chicago Style bibliography by Sunday, 
November 6th at 10pm. No late work will be graded. MW crew will email PDF to Valerie 
wash@shsu.edu & TR crew will email PDF to Jess JessicaSimorte@shsu.edu. 

Take Home Quiz #2 Evaluation:
This quiz will be worth 100 points. 
20% of the quiz will be your choosing four accurate books to research your artist
20% of the quiz will be taking one creative selfie & accurately posting to the WASH facebook page 
{with correct title information}
60% of the quiz will be your correctly formatted Chicago Style bibliography

TAKE HOME QUIZ {quiz #2}
Due @ via by 10pm 

Sunday 11/6 
{WASH facebook uploading & emailing PDF of 

bibliography}
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